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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to explore the fraud behavior from the perspective of fraud triangle. Based on the literature review and two samples of the fraud cases, it can be concluded that fraud happens when there are pressure, opportunity, and the rationalization. Sandhu (2016) states that strong ambition, personal financial problem, law problem, family problem includes unsatisfactory with current jobs are indicators that represent the pressure element in the fraud triangle theory. Meanwhile, Sanusi et al. (2015) find that internal control framework relates to opportunity element. Therefore, in the fraud triangle perspective, the opportunity is a loop hole for a fraudmaker in that internal control. The fraudmakers try to maximize their probability in doing the fraud among the existence of the internal control. However, the fraud triangle theory states that although all other two components of the fraud triangle have been existing, if there is not any rationalization in doing the fraud, the fraud will not happen. The two cases that have been explored in the paper confirm the importance of the rationalization as a crucial part of the fraud behavior. The fraudmakers use their justification in order to rationalize their fraud behavior. As the characteristic of the literature review is only focus on the theory and literature, which is limited only to describe the fraud behavior in the theoretical perspective, therefore the future research recommendation is implementing this literature review with the real research, which is exploring the fraud behavior and the rationalization of the fraudmaker by in-depth interview. Another recommendation for the future research is to elaborate the rationalization element of the fraud triangle theory.
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Introduction
The emergence of the research pertaining to fraud around the world has been triggered by the fraud phenomenon in the last decade. Mackevicius and Girunas (2013) state that fraud has been one of the most negative factors of a society since many years ago. Fraud has been done by a person to take benefits as well as an action that brings disadvantageous other people by doing a deceptive action (Samociuk dan Iyer, 2010). ACFE/The Association of Certified Fraud Examiner (2004) as stated in Diantika (2015) has defined fraud as:
“the criminal offense of knowingly executing or attempting to execute, a scheme or artifice to defraud a financial institution, or to obtain property owned by or under the control of a financial institution, by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, representations or promises.

Fraud has negative effects especially in the public sectors such as decreasing the efficiency, increasing investment cost, and decreasing the government resources (Javaid, 2010). Fraud has also decreased the government income, inhibited the development of a country (Tanwar, 2012), and decreased the public spending portion such as the cost of health, education, and social security (Delavallade, 2006). Based on the consequence of the negative effect of the fraud that makes fraud is something important to manage (Power, 2012), therefore discussing and analyzing the fraud is a strategic and a very important academic research.

The research focus is tax fraud in accordance with the research by Doyle et al. (2009) who state that the tax government officer has been always in the position who decided the amount of tax, therefore they have to cope with the high risk of the fraud. Additionally, the research states that these situations make them in an ethical dilemma as they have to take the final decision on the tax that the auditee should pay (Doyle et al. 2009). The focus of the research is relating to the tax fraud as the tax is the biggest amount of the government income, which achieve 85% of the Government Budget as stated in the website of the finance ministry on http://www.kemenkeu.go.id/apbn2017.

The tax fraud discussion is relevant for many years as tax fraud can decrease the government income. Torgler (2008) states that the tax fraud can increase externalities cost such as the rising of other tax alternatives that brings heavier burden for the citizen. Tax fraud can switch individual behavior from tax compliance to tax avoidance, the fraud of tax officers, and the change of personal life style (Torgler, 2008). Therefore, the government has to cope with this tax fraud in order to prevent the growing of the tax fraud.

Compin (2015) states that the tax fraud varies from the low level up to the high level such as tax embezzlement, that decreases the government income significantly. Marriottt (2017) states that several classes of the society have more negative images to tax fraud compared to their negative image to general fraud. On the other hand, the self-employed have shown a bigger tolerance to the tax fraud (Marriottt, 2017). The several examples of the tax fraud are tax embezzlement, cost mark up, other income decreasing. The tax fraud cases have been found in Indonesia and many other countries around the world, such as tax fraud in the USA related to several health insurance (Sanders, 2014).

In Indonesia, for the several last years, there are several tax fraud cases that become phenomena that can be explored. The first case, in the year 2010, Gayus had been involved in a money laundering and gratification related to tax assistance to the tax payers with the amount of US$ 659.800 and Sin$ 9,68 (Kompas, 2016). The second case, in the year 2013, Herly had been involved in a tax fraud with the amount of Rp6.63 billion (Kompas, 2016). There are still other tax fraud cases, but this paper uses those two tax fraud cases in the background of the research. Based on those phenomena, the literature review has been started with the research question, “Why does the fraud happen?”. The literature review is continued to another question, which is, “What do theories say about the fraud behavior?”
**Literature review: the fraud behavior from the perspectives of the fraud triangle theory**

Many researchers that using fraud triangle theory have emphasized behavior aspect in relating unethical behavior (Cohen et al. 2010). Many researchers state that using the fraud triangle in explaining the fraud phenomenon can provide a comprehensive understanding of the fraudmaker motivation and increase fraud eradication program includes prevention, detection, and investigation fraud cases (Dorminey, et al 2012). Cressey (1950, 1953) states that fraud happens because of the existence of all fraud triangle elements (pressure, opportunity, and rationalization) as stated by Dorminey, et. al (2012). Ramamoorti (2008) as stated in Dorminey, et al. (2012) state that the fraud research must be performed by integrating people behavior because fraud cannot be separated from people behavior element. The Fraud triangle which consists of pressure, opportunity and rationalization is depicted by Cressey in Mackevicius and Giriu nas (2013) as stated in figure 1.

![Figure 1: Fraud Triangle](source: Dellaportas (2012) in Accounting Forum 37 (2013) 29-39)

Research related to the fraud triangle has been performed by many researchers, which focus on pressure and opportunity element. Unfortunately, it is still rare for people who research fraud triangle relates to rationalization element (Aghghaleh et al, 2014; American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 2002). The rationalization is closely related to ethical aspect, and therefore ethics is one of important part in discussing fraud mitigation (Young, 2004). Jondle (2013) also states that although organization value through organizational culture and ethics has been closely related to fraud mitigation, there are not so many research of fraud and ethics. Strawhacker (2016) states that there is a challenge for the future research, which is to explore rationalization of not doing fraud.

Based on the fraud triangle, fraud happened if the three elements, which are pressure, opportunity and rationalization happen at the same time. A fraud maker may have a pressure situation such as the need for money for living cost. Sato (2009) and Huang et al. (2016) state that low salary is one of the causes of the fraud. This is in accordance with the wage efficiency theory that the low salary creates greater fraud risk compared to the high salary (Chaudhuri and Dastidar, 2014; Wu and Ho, 2012). This condition also happens in Indonesia as the employees who have low salaries tend to do the fraud (McLeod, 2008). Sandhu (2016) find that strong ambition, personal financial problem, law problem, family problem includes unsatisfactory with current jobs are indicators that represent the pressure element in the fraud triangle theory. Sanusi et al. (2015) state that internal control framework relates to opportunity element. Therefore, in the fraud triangle perspective, the opportunity is a *loop hole* for a fraudmaker in
that internal control. A fraudmaker tries to maximize his/her probability in doing the fraud among the existence of the internal control.

Discussion
In the case of Gayus, the money laundering and gratification related to tax assistance to the *tax payers* with the amount of US$ 659.800 and Sin$ 9,68, it can be clearly seen that he must have a certain situation that becomes their pressure. As we know that Gayus was a government tax officer previously, who also had certain pressures in his life. The criminal justice of the Indonesian government caught and brought back Gayus to Indonesia from his apartment in Singapore. This means that Gayus had a strong ambition to be a very rich people as his pressure in the perspective of the fraud triangle theory (Sandhu, 2016). The expensive price of an apartment in Singapore compared to the Gayus’ salary as a civil servant with the grade of III/a does not match the logical principle.

The other case, in the Herly case, who had been involved in a tax fraud with the amount of Rp6.63 billion, he had also a strong ambition to be a very rich people, that can be seen from the huge money (Rp6.63 billion) he had received through his account (Kompas, 2013). Both the cases of Gayus and Herly were different with the finding that the employees who have low salaries tend to do the fraud (McLeod, 2008). Since 2007, the government of Indonesia had improved the salary of the civil servant especially the employees of the finance ministry, an institution of Gayus and Herly before they had been stated as the convicted. The main purpose of this policy is to minimize the risk of the fraud in term of decreasing the pressure factor based on the fraud triangle theory. Gong and Wu (2012) as well as Roden et al. (2016) state that the salary can enhance performance of the employees and decrease the risk of the fraud. Furthermore, the improvement of the salary of the tax officer has been done again in the year 2014 and in the year of 2015 based on the the President Regulation number 37/2015. Therefore, it can be said that the pressure to do the fraud in the case of Herly is different from the finding of McLeod, who states that low salary creates more possibility in doing the fraud. Similar to the case of Gayus, the case of Herly is also triggered by the strong ambition, personal financial problem, and other unsatisfactory with current jobs as Sandhu (2016) said.

The discussion in relation with the second element of the fraud triangle theory, which is the opportunity, is depicted in the following sentences. In the case of Gayus, it can be seen that Gayus had been involved collusion with the *tax payer* through the tax court. Gayus can execute the *loop hole* in the process of the tax court by doing the collusion with key persons. The tax court is an institution, which is separated from the finance ministry that has the authority in deciding the dispute of tax cases. As Sanusi et al. (2005) state that this opportunity comes from the weakness of the internal control, therefore this Gayus fraud case happens. Gayus had been proved in the money acceptance of Rp925 million from Roberto related to the tax claim case of PT Metropolitan Retailmart (Kompas, 2016). Gayus has also been proved as the convicted in the case of money acceptance of US$ 3.5 million from Alif Kuncoro related with other tax claim cases (Kompas, 2016).

Meanwhile, in the other case, Herly can also execute the opportunity of doing the fraud. Based on the verdict of the court, Herly had been proven as the convicted in the gratification case with the amount of Rp6.63 billion for his act of decreasing the amount of the taxes that had been paid by PT Mutiara Virgo (Kompas, 2013). This opportunity is in accordance with
the statement of Doyle et al. (2009) who state that the tax government officer has been always in the position who decided the amount of tax, therefore they have to cope with the high risk of the fraud. This situation creates an opportunity for the fraud maker as they can execute the loop hole in determining the tax amount of the taxpayers. Therefore, both the two cases happen in the existence of the opportunity to do the fraud. In the Gayus case, there had been the possibility to win the tax payers of their tax claim and the possibility to get the gratification as the “reward” from the taxpayers to Gayus. Meanwhile, in the case of Herly, there had been the possibility of receiving a sum amount of money as the gratification.

Schuchter and Levi (2016) state that the pressure and the opportunity in fraud triangle are the important elements in term of institution perspective as the factors that support the fraud behavior. However, the rationalization, which is the third element of the fraud, is the important factors of the fraud behavior because even though the opportunity and pressure element has been existing, the fraudmaker has to rationalize his/her fraud behavior (Murphy dan Dacin, 2011). Jackson, et al. (2010) in Sandhu (2016) state that the rationalization is related to the justification of the fraudmaker to their unethical and corrupt behavior. Furthermore, based on those research, both the people who have high morality and people who belong to an immoral person will justify their fraud behavior before they execute the fraud. The justification process is much more difficult for the high morality compares to the immoral person (Jackson, et al. 2010 in Sandhu,2016). Schuchter and Levi (2015) find that the rationalization in the fraud triangle has been influenced by the internal condition of the organization such as the organizational culture.

Murphy and Dacin (2011) state that when there have been both the pressure and the opportunity, the fraudmaker has to win the dynamics process before doing the fraud. The people who commit the fraud uses their rationalization in order to eliminate the negative effect of the unethical behavior (Murphy and Dacin, 2011). Chen, et al. (2014) state that the pressure and the opportunity have been influenced by the external factors, meanwhile the rationalization has been influenced by the internal factors, which are a psychological aspect and cultural factors. Therefore, the rationalization becomes the most important factor in controlling the fraud risk, as stated by Snell (2009) who emphasized on empowering tools for the employees by providing ways to recognize ethical dilemma, and therefore the employees can make a right decision. Snell (2009) also states that it is important to set up a clear ethical limitation, that is useful for the standing point for the employees to cope with the fraud ethical dilemma. Bejarano (2008) states that the better research of the fraud is only if its focus is on the individual behavior aspect. Based on the fraud triangle theory, both the cases of Gayus and Herly, they had to cope with their ethical dilemma whether to do the fraud or not. However, both the two cases, finally, they decided to do the fraud and neglect their ethical dilemma. In the case of Gayus, he also did the money laundering to legitimate their illegitimate money. Clark and Tigue (1975) in Alasmari (2012) state that money laundering is an old technique to legitimize the illegitimate money into the formal financial system so that it becomes legitimate. Ehrenfeld (1992) also in Alasmari (2012) state that the process of the money laundering involves integrating the illegitimate money into formal financial systems and normal businesses. The people who did the money laundering laundered the illegitimate money, so the money cannot be traced back to the original crimes (Alasmari, 2012). In the case of Gayus, he did the money laundering by buying several high price property including an apartment in Singapore.
Meanwhile, in the case of Herly, he tried to set the new business through PT Mitra Modern Mobilindo (Kompas, 2013). The money laundering they did proves that they had been involved in an ethical dilemma as they realize that their money in those cases was not illegitimate money. Both the two cases involve the process of the rationalization in winning their reasons to do the fraud. However, what is their rationalization in both two cases had not been the focus of this paper, therefore it will become a topic to be researched in the future.

Lesson learned from this paper, which is related to the fraud behavior in the perspective of the fraud triangle theory, fraud happens because of the existence of all the three elements (pressure, opportunity and rationalization). However, the rationalization is the most important element in the process of the fraud doing. Although there have been some certain pressures and an opportunity in doing the fraud, it still needs the rationalization for a fraudmaker before he/she commits the fraud. In other words, the rationalization of the fraud maker becomes the crucial factor in determining the existence of the fraud as Cohen et al. (2010) stated in his research. Unfortunately, the research that focus in the rationalization element has not been done by many researchers. Aghghaleh et al. (2014) state that this condition has been caused by the difficulty in finding the indicators of the rationalization element.

Conclusions
Based on the reviewing the literature and comparing with the two cases, it can be concluded that fraud happens when there is pressure, opportunity, and the rationalization. Although all the two components of the fraud triangle theory have been existing, if there is not any rationalization in doing the fraud, the fraud will not happen. The fraud makers use their justification in order to rationalize the fraud behavior.

The future research recommendation
As the characteristic of the literature review is only focus on the theory and literature without interviewing the fraudmaker, therefore the future research recommendation is implementing this paper with the real research. The real research will explore the rationalization of the fraud maker by in-depth interview and hence, it will describe the real situation of the fraudmaker comprehensively. Another recommendation for the future research is to elaborate the rationalization element of the fraud triangle theory.
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